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Wildfire in Portugal in 2014 (photo: Graeme Darbyshire, www.flickr.com)

Burnt area is decreasing, but not in northern Portugal

In recent years, there has been a surge of extremely destructive wildfire events in Portugal

and Spain. The number of fires was particularly large in central and northern Portugal and in

northwestern Spain. In previous decades, burnt area has been decreasing in Spain and

central Portugal, however. This was concluded from an analysis of data on burnt areas

greater than or equal to 35 ha during the period 1975 to 2013. Only in northern Portugal

burnt area has been increasing. The strong contrast in wildfire changes between the north

and central Portugal was also found in other studies. What’s different in northern Portugal?

Human factors

The answer is not related to climatic conditions. In the Mediterranean, the dynamics of fire

regimes is driven mainly by human factors. In addition to climatic conditions, changes in the

number and size (burnt area) of wildfires are related to changes in land cover, population,

and fire management practices.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/57973238@N03/14471436444/in/photolist-d63ZJG-d641DU-d642rA-d63ZX7-o3MTSU-KUHprH-ZfuPBP-29dzo5L-Yt3bwv-K9TAnC-xRDUjU-y6X2o1-y9WVxk-N3QHAF-2gkPu6W-d641qy


More people near rural areas: more wildfires

In northwestern Spain, fire suppression has contributed to a decreasing trend of burnt area.

In central Portugal, the decreasing trend in burnt area is mostly related to the population

decrease and the rural abandonment. Northern Portugal is one of the most densely

populated regions of the country, where land cover is a mixture of urban areas, agricultural

fields, and forest areas. Since 1990, the rural-urban interface in this area and along the coast

has strongly increased, due to the urban growth and to the intensification of the road

network. The extending urban-rural interface has contributed to an increase in fire incidence.

Less people in rural areas: less fires but more extreme

The relationship between population and fire incidence is complicated. Demographic shifts

from rural to urban areas may favour fuel accumulation in rural areas that leads to large

fires. However, the same population reduction also reduces the probability of human-caused

ignitions. This may explain in part the burnt area trend in central Portugal cluster, where

despite the decreasing trend, there are years, such as 2005, with a very large amount of

annual area burnt. On the one hand, parishes with higher population density have more

frequent fires. On the other hand, the proximity of these areas to urban centres, where fire

suppression personnel and equipment area concentrated, and the higher density of roads

that facilitates the access to affected areas, reduces fire propagation through a more efficient

firefighting.

Source: Silva et al., 2019. Regional Environmental Change 19: 515-527.
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